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Company Profile
 

This company was a start at the beginning of 1985.It was a going ahead
of the beginning of activity with great efficiency. It was one of the first
companies which had the initiative to trade in all kinds of frozen cattle,
poultry and fish meat in distinguished quality and at suitable price
satisfying all the needs of the classes of the society. By reason of its
distribution capability, the company obtained world distinguished
agencies of meat production (sheep and cows) such as New Zealand
Meat Agency (PPCS) as well as Arjentinian Fish Agency of Major
Companies. To support the integral activity for the company and after
conducting feasibility study of meat industry, it founded AlMaraai
Establishment for food Industries early in 1990 aimed to providing all kinds of processed animal, poultry
and fish meat with a production capacity of 20 tons daily. The production Lines are as follows:

Frozen and processed meat (burger,minced meat,shish kebab,...etc.)
Refrigerated and fumigated meat (processed meat, sausage, salami,...etc.)
Pastry: pizza,all kinds of samosas, kubbeh....etc.)
Luncheon of different kinds and in various packages (bovine,chicken,Anwar AlQuds,...etc.) This
Factory was established with the assistance of major international companies specialized in this
field in conformity with modern scientific and technological practices. It was provided with a quality
control laboratory aimed at controlling production thoroughly.

It was also provided with technical staff and well experienced personnel in this field. Thanks to good
quality and reputation,the Establishment succeeded in exporting its products to many countries of the
world (Arab Gulf countries,Lebanon,Iraq,Egypt,Algeria, Libya Genea, Australia and New Zealand).

The factory was one of the first corporations to obtain International quality certificates in respect of
management and production (ISO and HACCP certificates ,Jordan quality mark).

As the group was seeking to develop its activities in the area and making
available as strategic stock for the kingdom throughout the year of this
basic and important commodity through feasibility study, it established in
1995 a private free zone in Aqaba region / Quwaira with an investment of
10 million Jordanian dinars. The principal objective of this project was to
provide all kinds of live, fresh and frozen meat throughout the year from
different sources (livestock from Australia Urguay … ect, frozen meat
from New Zealand, Idia, China and internationally approved sources).

This project played a basic role in maintaining the balance of prices and
their nonrise in the local market in agreement with all the calsses of the society. Further, this project,
contributed effectively to supporting all the marketes of the area including Egypt, Palastine, Saudi Arabia,
Lebanon and Arab Gulf countries. In order to provide this project with the elements of success, we
observed comprehensivity factory in its componants and parts to be as follows:

 Typical enclosueres and farmes
A developed slaughterhouse
A modern purification plant, the first in the area aimed at
contributing to preserving the environment and providing water
fit for drinking as per approved specifications
A factory for residue treatment aimed at maintaining a sound
environment
Hide and intestine treatment unit
Fodder mixture production unit (palett)
Modern storhouses for the storege of frozen meat of all kinds
A great fleet of modern ships was provided for transporting
livestock from its sources to all the above
mentioned outlets

Due to the belief of the Group in diversifying its activities, in particular in food industries, it purchased an
existing specialized factory of the production of barley drink, juices and soft drinks early in 2005. This
factory which operated excellently was one of major world companies. It is situated in AlJeeza district on
an area of 30 donums.

Since it purchased this factory , the Group began to develop
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production lines, control quality and support the factory with a staff
of long experience in this field by seeking the assistance of major
international companies which had wide expertise in this kind of
industry. This factory place its products with ability on the local and
world markets by reason of its great technical capabilities and
productivity.

In order that the Company may diversify its activities and offer the
best quality to its consumers , it established the greatest complex
of luxurious and distinguished furniture and household gifts under the
commercial name Konooze ALSharq for Furniture and Gifts on an area of 1200sq.m. to be the largest one in
the Kingdom in a distinct site in Amman / Sport City. This exhibition (show) was provided with technical
personnel and decor engineers to present the best designs in agreement with all tastes and classes of
people.

We took into consideration to gather in this complex, modern technology, uptodate and world models and
plurality of commodities as well as gifts from remarkable and distinguished sources.

Due to the intrnational expansiv nature of the activity of the company and the numerous sources of supply,
the Group founded supporting companies equipped with technical experience and highly efficient personnl
aimed at supporting its activity and rendering excellent service to its customers. these companies realized
great progress in developing thoroughly the method of work and the service renderd. The supporting
companies are:

International Company Egypt
H/G Co. , China
Anjos Co., Brazil
Gladino Co., Uruguay
L S S, Australia
Blue Ice Shipping Co

The Message of the Chairman of the Board of Directors The outset
began by the foundation of Hijazi and Ghosheh Company in 1985
which introduced itself as a distinguished name in the world of
industry and trade with a view to providin all Kinds of livestock and
the best kinds of red and white meat at competitive prices. Our
relentless efforts in search for excellence led us in 1991 tofound the
meat factory for the completion of the activity of the Group in
satisfaction of the need of local and world markets for healthy
processed meat of remarkable taste.

Based on the changes and studies conducted by the Group,we saw
that it was fit to diversify the Groups activity to cover other areas for the service of consumers with the
modern kinds of technology with a view to improving our competitve ability and keeping in line with world
standards and specifications in the fild of trade, food processing, juices and furniture.

Our investment was not limited to technology,but it extended to comprehend human force which works for
us. In Hijaze and Ghosheh Group,we apply modern administrative conception and the criteria of quality
control aiming at having the consent of our dear customers.

 Our distinct, our several investments and our progressive growth in the world of industry and trade were
not an outcome of chance, but they were modest extension of the families of Hijazi and Ghosheh and the
great efforts with the beginning of this century looking forward to serve our beloved Jordan and develop
livestok trade, meat and its processing of all kinds locally and internationally in order to achieve our
desired objectives. Thank you. The Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Group ISSAM HIJAZI.

Finally, 
Characteristic of the company and Ghosheh Hijazi is a keen interest in the selection and application of
international standards with respect to trade in meat, and its heavy reliance on the choice of sources of
supply of this meat with the experts and Specialized to travel to all parts of the world for the selection of
the model farms of the great reputation and fame great acts of hygiene control and health and then do
within the process of shipping a large fleet of steamers and equipped for this purpose, where all the
safety requirements and other health conditions, with accompanying veterinary specialists for these
vessels, and full supervision by the company until the arrival of livestock to the port of Aqaba and then
transferred to a large model farms and equipped for this purpose . As well as frozen and chilled meat and
fish and all the other company's products will be dealt with according to the latest international standards
with strict controls on the health aspects and provide trained personal to monitor all the products until it
reaches the consumer with all the tranquility and safety.
 

  Developed by Yadonia Group  
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